
Meeting Minutes

Call to order

A meeting of Guemes Island Ferry Committee (GIFC) was held at Guemes Library on October 16, 2018

starting at 7:04 pm. Attendees included: Allen Bush, Sandy McKean, Steve Orsini, David Prewitt, Bud 

Ullman. Guests in attendance included: Barb Ohms, Tom Fouts, Michael Gray, Edith Walden, Max 

Benjamin, Holiday Matchett, Phyllis Bravinde.

Approval of minutes

Minutes of the September 18, 2018 meeting were read and approved.

Announcements

The Quarterly FC meeting for the 4th quarter will be held on November 17, 2018

Unfinished business

Dave reviewed his idea that the FC could be more effective if each FC member specialized in a specific

area rather than "everyone does everything". A member could focus on a single areas such as: finance, 

ferry mechanical operations, ferry schedule, community outreach, interactions with political groups. It 

was agreed that this idea would be finalized and roles assigned at our next monthly meeting.

Allen suggested that the FC request the county put in writing its proposal for an additional run to be 

scheduled midday (e.g., 11:45). Sandy indicated that the last time this was discussed the county 

suspected that such a run would increase costs (e.g., overtime for night time fuel runs, the possible need

for a second Captain).

New Business

Dave asked some questions and presented some ideas regarding the FC's formal structure and purpose. 

He and some other FC members felt that our Charter document, which is the formal definition of what 

the FC is and how it operates, is inadequate. Sandy suggested that the FC could take on a year long 

project in 2019 to replace the existing Charter with a more comprehensive set of Bylaws and have those

Bylaws accepted by the community at the 2020 Annual Meeting.

Another idea was that the FC could produce and publish a "brochure" to explain what the FC is, how it 

operates, and other FC facts so that new Guemes property owner or an existing owner just getting 

involved could quickly come up to speed. Dave had an example of such a brochure issued by the 

Washington Kayak Club.

There was a discussion regarding just how formal an organization the FC is. Some (Allen) felt that the 



FC was declared by Skagit County to be the official organization that the county works with to develop 

a formal ferry "Work Plan" that defines common goals and tasks for the coming year. Others (Sandy) 

felt that although the county recognizes the FC as a citizen focal point, the FC was not formally 

established by the county, and that county is under no obligation to work with the FC in any specific 

way other than by any resolution the BOCC may establish or rescind.

Dave gave the committee insight into the new statistics the ferry crew has been gathering since July 

2018 on all ferry runs that are full, not full, or have left at least one vehicle behind. Dave presented 

some preliminary analysis of this initial data. All FC members found this new information extremely 

interesting, and felt this data would be very useful for future planning. If easily accessible such data 

could also assist islanders to better plan which ferries to take helping to spread the load across the entire

schedule. It was practically striking to see how many ferries are full or leave cars behind at certain time 

periods (e.g., Friday afternoons, or Sundays). There are some lengthy periods when all ferries are full.

Q&A Session

Holiday stated her preference that any new ferry be all electric.

Tom stated that the county BOCC will likely be upset that a large number of islanders communicated to

the USDOT saying they did not want the BUILD grant to be awarded to the Guemes ferry project. He 

felt that we could be stuck with the existing boat which is expensive to maintain. He thought surcharges

could be imposed to carry those costs.

Max forcefully stated that it was time to move ahead, and that the FC needed to take a clear and unified

stand on the BUILD grant option

Phyllis informed everyone that BUILD grant support ought to include improved handicap access since 

it is a hot button with Secretary Chao.

Edith thought that the FC needed to draw the line on those who would ask that the BUILD money be 

denied. She pointed out that any VW money was likely two years away if the Guemes ferry even 

qualified. She also hoped other money could be found from the Washington State Ferry system (as 

funding for a pilot project); perhaps money from groups that support climate change mitigation could 

be found.

Edith felt there were many reasons why some islanders opposed the BUILD grant; among those reasons

were likely fear of: over development (Mercer Island), new technology (bleeding edge), higher ferry 

related costs, and higher taxes.

[Notes taken by Sandy McKean]


